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The Mayor has committed to a net zero city by 2030. We have 

updated modelling for the 1.5°C Climate Action Plan (previously 

based on a 2050 target).

The new analysis identifies:

• Potential pathways for meeting net zero by 2030

• Key actions and policies likely needed for each pathway

• Indicative costs and benefits (emissions savings, jobs)

This analysis and the GLA’s response was published on 18 

January 2022.

The Mayor is indicating a preferred pathway ‘Accelerated 

Green’, based on feasibility, behaviour change required and level 

of powers.

CONTEXT
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PATHWAYS
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No scenario achieves absolute zero carbon in 2030. Under Accelerated Green, residual emissions total 22%. The 1.5C Plan 

based on the 2050 target envisaged 10% residual emissions in 2050. 

• Offsetting residual emissions could cost between £0.5bn and £5.6bn in 2030. This provides additional impetus to 

decarbonise as much as possible in the next 10 years. 

• A 10% level of offset (equivalent to offset levels in 2050 under the current 1.5C Plan) can be achieved between 2034 and 

2040, depending on the scenario. 

Bringing the target forward could achieve substantial additional carbon savings between now and 2050: 

• The cumulative emissions savings from switching from the 2050 scenario to Accelerated Green saves 30 MtCO2e by 

2030 and would deliver cumulative savings by 2050 of 151MtCO2e (equivalent to a 34% reduction) 

• The No Constraints pathway does deliver higher level of savings (48 MtCO2e by 2030) and cumulative savings 

(190MtCO2e, 43% reduction by 2050) but is not deemed achievable given the time and behaviour change implied

The total cumulative discounted costs of investment in buildings, infrastructure and fuel to 2030 totals £173bn for Accelerated 

Green. By 2050, costs increase to £294bn in Accelerated Green. This is comparable with the current estimates of 2050 costs 

estimated in the 2050 LES Patchwork pathway (£288bn) but the costs are now more front loaded.

A conservative estimate of between 49-73k jobs would be supported in the peak year of delivery next decade from the scenarios. 

On average across the decade the scenarios could support between 34-46k direct jobs a year. This represents jobs in selected 

sectors only (excludes transport sector) and does not include indirect jobs associated with the supply chain. 

RESULTS: EMISSIONS AND COSTS
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KEY METRICS BY PATHWAY

Modelled Pathways

Outcomes No Constraints Accelerated 

Green

High Electrification High Hydrogen Existing 2050 

Patchwork

Retrofit 37% reduction in heat demand of domestic buildings by 2030, relative to 2020. 

39% reduction in heat demand of non-domestic buildings by 2030, relative to 2020.

210,000 homes and 26,500 non-domestic buildings retrofitted each year 

between now and 2030.

Peak of 160,000 

homes retrofitted in 

mid 2020s

Heat pumps

(includes domestic and 

non-domestic)

3.3m heat pumps by 

2030

2.2m heat 

pumps by 2030

1.7m heat pumps by 

2030

0.8m heat pumps 

by 2030

0.9m heat pumps by 

2030

Heat networks 

(domestic)

610k connections by 

2030

460k 

connections by 

2030

380k connections by 2030 340k connections by 

2030

Solar PV on roofs 1.5GW by 2030

3.9GW by 2050

0.8GW by 2030

2GW by 2050

0.8GW by 2030

2GW by 2050

Reduction in car vkm 40% reduction in car 

vkm between 2018-

30

27% reduction 

in car vkm

between 2018-

30

12% reduction in car vkm between 2018-

30

12% reduction in line 

with MTS
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The majority of likely policies and actions required are in line with the MTS, but need to be accelerated. Some of 

these include:

• London-wide road user charging by the mid 2020s

• Traffic and parking control measures, such as changes to parking supply and pricing, in line with MTS but 

accelerated by 10 years – meeting the majority of Mayor’s Transport Strategy aims by 2030

• Co-location of services, housing and employment in selected areas to reduce travel need by 2030

• Measures meeting Transport Strategy aims for road space reallocation to public, shared and active travel 

infrastructure, accelerated by 10 years

• Support consolidation of freight and make use of sustainable solutions for last mile deliveries in selected 

areas, such as through funding, financing and working with freight operators

• Emission zones ramped up post-2030

• Measures to encourage uptake in high mileage vehicles such as enhanced licencing requirements for taxis, 

PHVs and car clubs, and encouraging company car EV adoption

• Accelerate deployment of public EV charging network (34,000 EVCPs by 2030)

• Lobby for national public HGV charging/refuelling infrastructure by 2040

POLICIES & ACTIONS LIKELY REQUIRED
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TRANSPORT EMISSIONS SAVINGS

Relative contributions of measures to emissions reductions in the Transport sector
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EV charging (and district heating) infrastructure account 

for almost all of the infrastructure costs in 2030 and 2050, 

with an exception in High Hydrogen.

Wider infrastructure changes to deliver behaviour change 

(including bus priority lanes, cycling infrastructure, rail 

capacity upgrades) are not included in the cost modelling 

but will be critical investment in achieving the pathway.

Improvements required to meet the MTS ambition –

aligning with High Electrification and High Hydrogen – has 

been estimated to cost £2.9 bn per year (£58 bn between 

2021-2041).

In Accelerated Green, the total cost could remain the same 

but investment would need to be brought forward and 

increased to £6.4 bn per year.

Consideration needs to be given to how TfL can fund this, 

given TfL’s funding gap.

INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS

Cumulative discounted infrastructure investment in £ billion for each

scenario by 2030 (left) and 2050 (right).
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• Working with TfL and rest of the GLA Group on individual decarbonisation strategies

• Working with C40 to aligning decarbonisation strategies with budget process

• TfL London wide decarbonisation strategy

• Developing a government lobbying strategy for policy and funding asks

PROGRESS TO DATE


